BREAKING NEWS – Widespread reports that Attorney
General Jeff Sessions may have lied at his confirmation
hearing are factually wrong – a new video shows Sessions said
the opposite of what FactCheck.org reported when he
answered Sen. Al Franken’s question
Disclosure: “Candidate-Journalist” Bob “Again” Carney Jr.,
(“bobagain”) is a registered Lobbyist at the Minnesota State
Legislature for “We the People” -- an informal association.
Contact: Bob “Again” Carney Jr (bobagain): bobagaincarneyjr@gmail.com; cell phone: (612) 812-4867
Visit: www.bobagain.com, and the youtube.com “bobagain channel”

Minneapolis 3/13/17 – Widespread media reports that Attorney General Jeff Sessions may have lied at his
confirmation hearing are factually wrong. This appears due at least partly to a major error by FactCheck.org in
their transcript of Sessions’ answers to Sen. Al
Franken. A new one minute video by “CandidateJournalist” Bob “Again” Carney Jr. -- “bobagain”
for short -- documents the error. The video is on
youtube.com at the “bobagain channel”:
https://youtu.be/Vgbw6wEaTIY

Here is the link to the FactCheck.org report -- a
screen shot in the video shows the transcript from a
March 2nd report.
http://www.factcheck.org/2017/03/did-sessions-lie/
As of March 13th the crucial section of that transcript still reads: “… and I didn’t have — did not have
communications with the Russians…”
However, when we talk without a script, we sometimes start to say one thing… then we start over and say
something else. As shown in bobagain’s video, that happened at the hearing. Sessions first said: “… and I
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didn’t have…” then he started over and said: “… and I have communications with the Russians.”
“Let’s be clear” bobagain said in the video – “… and I have…[plays enhanced tape of that phrase as spoken
by Sessions] is the opposite of “… did not have… Sessions didn’t lie, the reports are wrong,” bobagain
concluded.
The brief video ends with this statement: “We the People must demand that the ‘Mainstream Media’ set the
record straight. They must retract and correct their false reports of this major story.”
Note: the www.bobagain.com website is being updated to include this BREAKING NEWS – a “long form”
video version of the just released Part One one minute video version is in production.
<end>
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